3H and 3N Term 3 2014

Maths

This term students will apply a variety of mathematical concepts in real-life and mathematical situations. Students will investigate numbers to 1000 and count in 2’s, 5’s, 10’s and 3’s. They will also practice multiplication and division facts, learn all about fractions and count money and give change.

English

This term students are learning all about how authors use language to influence the reader. Students will read, analyse and write texts that portray characters in different ways. They will also read, view and interpret imaginative texts from different cultures.

Science and Technology

In this unit, students will investigate how heat is produced and the behaviour of heat when it transfers from an object or area to another. They will identify that heat can be observed by touch and that formal measurements of heat (temperature) can be taken, using a thermometer. They will design a water bottle cooler to keep water cool.

Geography

Students will be investigating maps, landforms and landmarks of Australia and Australia’s neighbouring countries. They will look at different climates, cultures and traditions of Australia and neighbouring countries.

The Arts

This term students will be learning a variety of dance styles and techniques during Dance Fever lessons.

Mrs Hitchens and Mr Nunn